
Sampling and

Overview of Methods of Data Collection

, EXAMPLE: The principal of a new school wants to know what mascot the incoming
students would prefer. He summons each of the student body into his
office and asks what the new mascot should be. What type of study

is this?

! EXAMPLE: The principal of the new school is ajso interested in what type of dress
code the school should have. He telephones the parents of every tenth

student summoned to his office and asks their opinions about school

dress codes. What type of study is this?
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EXAMPLE:

EXAMPLE: A pharmaceutical company wishes to test a new medication it thinks will

reduce cholesterol. A group of 20 volunteers is formed and each has his

or her cholesterol level measured. Half is randomly assigned to take the

new drug and the other half is given a dummy pill, a pill with no active

ingredients. jUter 6 months die volunteers' cholesterol is measured again
and any change from the beginning of the study recorded. What type of

A health studies~research lab is interest^~Trrthe effect of certain veg-

etables on cholesterol level. A group of 20 volunteers is formed and each

keeps a diary of his or her food consumption for the next 6 months,

after which time the diaries are collected and cholesterol level is mea-

sured. The researchers then examine the relationship between the rate

of consumption of certain vegetables and cholesterol level. What type

of study is this?

Planning and Conducting Sgrvbys

EXAMPLE: A journalism class prints a survey in their school newspaper. Readers are

asked to clip the survey from the paper, complete it, and return it to a

drop box in the school cafeteria. What type of sample is diis?

A

| EXAMPLE: A journalism class stations pollsters in front of the stadium during a

football game. They ask each student who enters his or her opinion of
the quality of the school's athletics program. What type of sample is this?



EXAMPLE: A media research firm is conducting a poll on an upcoming election for

city council. The firm obtains a listof all 15,000 registered voters in the
council ward under consideration. The voters' ID numbers are entered
into a computer and 500 are chosen at random, without replacement, to
comprise the sample. What type of sampling design is this?
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EXAMPLE: A media research firm is conducting a poll on an upcoming election for
city^-oTmciTThe firm obtains a list of all 15,000 registered voters in the
council ward under consideration. The voters' ID numbers and party
affiliations (Democrat, Republican, Independent) are entered into a com-
puter The firm randomly selects, without replacement, 200 Democrats,
200 Republicans, and 100 Independents to comprise the sample. What

type of sampling design is this?
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EXAMPLE: A media research firm is conducting a poll on an upcoming election for

city council. The firm obtains a list of all 15^000 registered voters*n the

council ward under consideration. The voters' ID numbers and voting

precinct numbers (01^75) are entered into a computer. The firm first ran®

domly selects 20 of the voting precincts^Then, from each of the chosen

>recincts, 25 voters are chosen with simple random samples. What type

of sampling design is this?
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EXAMPLE: A media research firm is conducting a poll on an upcoming election for

city council. The firm obtains a list of all 15,000 registered^ voters in the

council ward under consideration. The list is sorted by voter ID number.

The firm randomly selects one person from the first 100 on the list; then

it selects every 100th person after that The sample size is 15C. What type

of sampling design is this?



\Cj Bias and Sampling Error

EXAMPLE: A journalism class prints a , survey in their school newspaper about

the school charging students for parking. Readers are asked to clip

the survey from the paper, complete it, and return it to a drop box in the

school cafeteria. Why is this sample biased?
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EXAMPLE: A journalism class stations. pollsters in front of the stadium during a
football game. They ask each student who enters his or her opinion of
the quality of the school's athletics program. Why is this sample biased?
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EXAMPLE: A media research firm is conducting a poll on an upcoming election for

city council The firm obtains a list of all 15,000 registered voters in the

council ward under consideration and a simple random sample of 500

voters is chosen. Over a 24-hour period, telephone calls are placed to
the voters, with follow-up calls made to those voters who do not answer

the phone on the first attempt. Pollsters could not reach 37 of th|
500 voters selected. What sources of biaf could exist in this survey?



EXAMPLE: A journalism class conducts a simple random sample of students at

their school. They ask each student, "Given the fact that our school has

won seven championships in the last five years, do you favor or oppose

reducing funding for athletic programs?" What sources of bias could exist
in this survey?
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Sampling with Random Digit Tables

A random digit table can be used to select a random sample from a population. Each

member of the population is assigned an identification number, with die lengdi of the num-
ber in digits determined by the size of die population. For populations of 10 or less, one

digit is needed. Populations of 11—100 require two-digit numbers. Three digits are required

for populations of size 101-1,000, and so on. Note that if one has 100 individuals in a

population, assigning 01—100 is not correct. The number 100 has three digits and all of the

others from 01 to 99 have two. However, 00 is a two-digit number that will work for 100.
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Random numbers of the same length are selected from the random digit table by reading

across the lines of the table. Each consecutive group of digits will either select one of the indi-

viduals in the population, or be ignored because it has already been selected, if sampling without

replacement, or because it does not correspond with any member of the population.

\J^*EXAMPLE: Select a simple random sample of size n = 6 from the population of
names below using the random digit table provided:

CM Anita / oT. Billy oi Carol °^\g "S" Elmer,

) b Francine Ol Glenda o §"Hecfor (5 \y / o Jose *

1 i. Kelly / 2_ Lynn ;3 Melvin >/ / f Nicole i/ /s^ Olive

/ c, Paul • / 7 Quincy / ̂  Rae ?9 Sue ^o Tom v

'"0 1 4 0 1

_16_290

\0

4 9 9 1 3
- «, — - -«*—

3 3 8 4 3

9 3 0 1 5

2 0 1 3 4

9 ' 5 9 4 5

9 3 6 1 5

9 6 Q 1 0
' " — --* _ _- r

0 4 8 3 4

, 0 3 4 1 3

First, assign two-digit identification numbers to the members of the
population. :' ' '
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Next, take consecutive two-digit numbers from the random number table, excluding

values 21—99 and 00, and those that have already been selected.
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The skapie^andoni sampte of size n — 6 is ,



Planning and Conducting Experiments

EXAMPLE: A pharmaceutical company wishes to test a new medication it thinks will

reduce cholesterol. A group of 20 volunteers is formed and each has his

or her cholesterol level measured. Half is randomly assigned to take the

new drug and the other halfjsjgiven. a placebo. After 6 months the vol-

unteers' cholesterol is measured again and any change from the beginning

of the study recorded. Identify the experimental units, factors .and theif

levels, treatmerlts, and response variable in diis experiment.
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EXAMPLE: An agricultural researcher is interested in determining how much water

and fertilizer are optimum for growing a certain plant. Twenty-four

plots of land are available to grow the plant. The researcher will apply

three different amounts of fertilizer (low, medium, and high) and two

different amounts of water (light and heavy). These will be applied at

random in equal combination to each of four plots. After 6 weeks, the

plants' heights in each plot will be recorded. Identify the experimental

units, factors and their levels, treatments, and response variable in this

experiment.
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Characteristics of a Well-Designed Experiment

A pharmaceutical company wishes to test a new medication it thinks will
reduce cholesterol. A group of 20 volunteers is formed and each has his or
her cholesterol level measured. Half is randomly assigned to take the new

, drug and the other half is given a placebo. I^itherjroup knows which pill
it is taking. After 6 months the volunteers' cholesterol is measured again
and any change from the beginning of the study recorded. Explain where

^control, randomization, and replication dre present in this study.
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EXAMPLE: A health studies research lab is interested in the effect of certain veg-

etables on cholesterol level. A group of 20 volunteers is formed and
each keeps a diary of his food consumption for the next 6 months,
after which time the diaries are collected and cholesterol level is
measured. The researchers then examine the relationship between the
rate of consumption of certain vegetables and cholesterol level. What
confounding variables could be present in this observational study?



Experiment Designs

EXAMPLE: A pharmaceutical company wishes to test a new medication it thinks

will reduce cholesterol. A group of 20 volunteers is formed and each has

his or her cholesterol level measured. Half is randomly assigned to take

the new drug and the odier half is given a placebo. Neither group knows

which pill it is taking. After 6 months the volunteers' cholesterol is mea-

sured again and any change from the beginning of the study recorded.
What type of experimental design is this?
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EXAMPLE: A pharmaceutical company wishes to test a-new medication it thinks will
reduce cholesterol. A group of 20 volunteers is formed and each has his

or her cholesterol level measured. After 6 months the volunteers' choles-

terol is measured again and any change from the beginning of the study

recorded. The researcher believes that regular exercise may influence the

change m cholesterol level. Create a randomized block design that takes
account of subjects who exercise regularly. ^
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EXAMPLE: A pharmaceutical company wishes to test a new medication it thinks

will reduce cholesterol. A group of 20 volunteers is formed and each

has his or her cholesterol level measured. After 6 months the volun-

teers' cholesterol is measured again and any change from the beginning

of the study recorded. The researcher believes that initial cholesterol

level may influence the change in cholesterol level. Create a matched

pairs design that takes account of subjects' initial cholesterol level.
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